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BihuBihu of AssamOfficial nameBihuAlso calledRongali Bihu (April) - Kɑti Bihu (October) - Bhogali Bihu (January) ObservedAssamese peopleTypeRegional folkEndsVariesDateIn the months of Bogag, Kaati and MaaghFrequencyTri-annual part of the series about the culture of Assam HistoryProto
Dimasa-Kachari Kingdom of Kamata Kingdom Sutia Kingdom baro-Bhuyan Ahom Kingdom Modern Colonial Assam Assam Province PeopleAmsEse people Ahoms Kamrupi - Goalpariya) Scenario Small Bodo Carbi Extinct Ahoma (Bihu Gamosa Kirtans) - Namgars Lagandoni Pujas Satras Satras Xorai
Sikir Kitchen Poitabhat Jolpan Masor Tenga Narikol'or Laru Til'or Laru Pitha Bilahir top Assam Tea Festivals Ali Ai Ligang Durga Puja Sahitia Sabhas ReligionMadjor Hinduism ( 2 '3' Traditional - Sanatana Dharma Panentestatic - Ekasarana Dharma Polytechnic - Shaktism Other Ahom - Batuism -
Christianity - Islam - Sikhism Artistic Cultural Development Kamarupa LiteratureHistory Beginning Orodoi Era Jonoka Era Archives of Ionaki Hemkosh Koko Koli Genres Poetry Romances People's Literature Institution Assam Sahitya Sabha Awards Assam Ratna Assam Sahitya Sabha Award Assam
Valley Literary Award Kamal Kumari Foundation Award Krishnacant Handik Music Award and Performing Arts Music Performing Arts Media Movie Joymoti - First Film Symbols Of Herb vte Bihu of the three important assamese festivals in the Indian state of Assam, Kongali or Kati Bihu is observed in
October, and Bhogali or Mag Bihu is observed in January. Rongali Bihu is the most important of the three celebrating the spring holiday. Bhogali Bihu or Mag Bihu is a harvest festival from community holidays. Congali Bihu or Kati Bihu is a gloomy, thrifty, reflective season of short deliveries and an
animistic festival. Rongali Bihu coincides with the new year of the Assamian, as well as with other regions of the Indian subcontinent, East Asia and Southeast Asia, which follow the Hindu calendar and the Buddhist calendar. The other two Bihu festivals each year are unique to the Assam people. Like
some other Indian festivals, Bihu is associated with agriculture and rice in particular. Bohag Bihu is a sowing festival, Kati Bihu is associated with the protection of crops and the worship of plants and crops and is an animist form of the festival, while Bhogali Bihu is a harvest festival. Assamians celebrate
Rongali Bihu with feasts, music and dances. Some hang brass, copper or silver pots at the poles in front of their house, while children wear floral garlands then welcome the new year as they pass through rural streets. Three Bihu festivals with reverence for Krishna, cattle (Mount Bihu), elders in the
family, fertility and goddess-mother, but the celebrations and rituals reflect the influence of Southeast Asia and Sino-Tibetan culture. In our time, the bih is celebrated by all Assamese peoples, regardless of religion, caste or creed. It is also celebrated abroad by the assam diaspora community, which lives
all over the world. The term Bihu is also used to imply bihu dance otherwise called Bihu Naas and Bihu folk songs also called Bihu Geet. History Although the modern form of Bihu is a synthesis of diverse cultural elements from different ethnic groups such as Austro-Asian, Tibetan-Boorman, Indo-Aryan
and Tai, it has deep roots in indigenous culture. Bihu's origins can be traced back to the amuses of the cultures of the Austro-Asian, Tibetan-Burmese and Indo-Aryan peoples. Bihu's word comes from the word bisu deori (Boro-Garo language), which means excessive joy. This older form of Bihu continues
among Chutuy, Sonoval Kacharis, Thengal-Kacharis, Morance, Deoris and Motox. These groups were known as Sadial Kacharis, associated with the Kingdom of Sadia. Other branches of Bodo-Kacharis, which include Boros, Dimasas, Rabhas, Tivas, etc., also celebrate Biha from ancient times. Boro are
called Baysaga, while Dimasas, Tiwa and Rabha call it Bush or Bush Dima, . In local folklore it is said that Borduasila (meaning the northwest winds in Assam) was the daughter of the God of the Earth, who married the groom of some distant land. Bordusila visits her mother's house once a year in the
spring, indicating the beginning of Bihu and leaves after a few days, indicating the end of Bihu. Assam experienced a strong storm (wind) in that period that marks the beginning of Bihu and another severe storm after her departure, which is devastating. The word Bordoisila actually comes from the bodo
word Bordaisikhla which means girl storm (Sikhla meaning girl and Bardai meaning storm). There is even a dance of the same name performed among the Boro during Baysaga, which once again proves that Bihu has an origin in the Bodo-Kachari group. The first mention of Bihu can be found in the
copper inscription of the Chutsky king Lakshminarayan. The inscription was found in the Gilamar district of Lahimpur district in 1935 and released in 1401. It says that King Lakshminarayan donated grants to the Brahmins on the auspices of Bihu. It reads: Etasmay Shashan Prada Lakshminarayan
NiripaUtria Bisuje Punya Ravijanme - Copper Plate, Gilamara (1401) This means that on the pious occasion of Bihu, a brahmin named Dvia Ravidev was given the land by the king. This shows that Bihu played an important role in the public life of the assam people at that time. There is another popular
saying among Assama as dhul bai cat? RatanpurotHul by the cat? Ratanpurot. - Assam folklore Ratanpur, as it is known, was the cultural capital of the kingdom of Chutia, created by Tsar Ratnadkhweipal, which further indicates the popularity of Bihu and Dhul among the people of that period. Wooden
Hall played in Ratanpur in the early days (similar to Mayamore Hoole, Manipuri Pung) was later turned into a terracotta Mridanga (similar to those played in eastern India) by Vaishnavit Saint Sancardev, so that it can be used in artistic forms like dancing and drama. Another mention of Bihu can be found
in Deodhai Buranji, which mentions that the capital of the kingdom of Chutia, Sadia was suddenly attacked by Ahom forces on the first day of Bihu/Bisu in 1524 (the first environment of Bogag/Waisah), when people were busy celebrating Bihu. General Ahom Phrasenmung Bogohain on the advice of
General Chutia (who sided with the enemies) played Bihu Dhul (on the day of Ujha Bisu i.e. the 7th Bohag / Vakhakha) to deceive Chutias, which eventually led to their defeat. In the early texts, the celebration of Bogaga Bihu began in the first week of the month of Chaitra (Chot in Assamese). The period
from the first week of Chaitra to the end was known as Raati Bihu or Chotor Bihu. During this period, young people danced at night in the territory of Tan (temple). The last day of The Teatra or bogaga's first Tuesday was when Rati Bihu ended. This was known as Uruka (comes from Deori-Chutia
Urukuva meaning to the end). The dancers of the Deodhani temple danced all night and are believed to have been obsessed with the goddess Kechai-hati (colimoti), signaling that she had descended to earth from heaven (Bihu nomai ona). This faith goddess arriving during the Season Bihu every year
can still be found in the songs of Bihu, as Kolimoti e bai ghuri BohagoloiAhibi do not nya? Ami is such an ami so Baotoloi sai. The day after Uruk, i.e. the first Wednesday was marked as Meru Bihu. This tradition of bovine rites is the same as followed by Boros in Bwisagu pointing out the common roots of
both festivals. On the night of Meru Bihu, people danced biha in separate groups in Tan, where the animal sacrifice took place. After sacrificing the goddess, the young people visited the household of the village, which was the beginning of Husori. This old tradition of developing Husori from the temple still
lasted Deoris, some Sonowals, Chutias and Morans as well as Sadiya people. In other communities, the temple was replaced by Namgar. The celebration of Bogag Bihu continued for a week and ended with a rite of farewell to the goddess. In this rite, the boat was first prepared from a banana stalk and
decorated with flowers and offerings. It was then carried to the banks of the river, where a duck/chicken was put in the boat and allowed to swim as a symbol of sacrifice. After performing the rite, the people returned to the home, singing along the way with Dhul's beats and Pep's melodies. Some old
Assam bihu folklore still hint at this tradition. Hasoti e chot Bisoti e chot. Bude Meru Bihu Mangala Uruka.Bihu Goi Asili cat. Boge dhari khale luitor hihu, mangal naked Uruka Budh naked Meru Bihu Tar Pasor Dina Manisor Bihu. Husori e Chot Asili cat. Sadiyar achotor tolot,Husori e chot asili kot. Ami je
ulomu jot Dubori nogoje tot. Kundilor agolith ear Himolu.Tate lo kurwai ba. Sadiyar rajat sari haal goxani talo namaskar koru. Hunare jahala Rupor hetamari aha sari haali nami. The modern form of bihu dance was based on the dance of Faat Bihu, which was celebrated in Dhakuahan, Lahimpur.
Performers were summoned by King Ahom Rudra Singh in 1694 to dance at the Royal Rang Gar Arena. The origin of Fa'at Bihu can be traced back to Sadia. The word Fa'at in the deori-chutia language means to migrate. After the defeat of Sadiyal Kacharis in Sadia, the survivors were moved from Sadia
to various parts of the kingdom. A group of these men moved from Sadia to Dibrogarh and finally settled in Harhi Sapori, Dhakuahan. These people brought with them idols of god and goddess and founded a temple now known as Harhi Devaloa. It was here that the first form of modern bihu dance was
developed. Later, in the 19th century, this form of Bihu dance was adopted by other communities and began in Mahguly sapori, Dhakuahana Chutias, Sonovals, Deoris, Ahom, Mishom, etc. Tai Shan contribution Tai Shan / Tai Ahomma (as the natives are called) upon arrival in Assam found natives
(Tibeto-Burmese) celebrating the festival of worship of cows spraying fresh water. This ritual was similar to the ancestors of The Poin-Cham-Nyam ritual of their homeland. So they called the existing festival of this land Poin-hoo. Thus, Bisu was later damaged with Poin-hu to form what is today known as
Bihu. It is believed that the costume of Assameze Bihu is believed to have received royal patronage from King Ahom Rudra Singh in 1694. But this view has been refuted by many authors. According to Padmeswar Gogoy, there is no mention of the bihu, which was performed in Ranar in Buranji. Satsari
Buranji states that in the ground floor of Rangghar the places of the kings were pre-defined. But if you look from the position of the royal chair, it is impossible to see the ground where the Bihu dance was to be performed. He also added that Rangar was mostly used to organize buffalo and fights or
wrestling and several positions were recently opened for these games. But, on the other hand, such a post was not created for Bihu. These facts prove that Bihu did not receive much attention from the kings of Ahom and remained then a holiday of his native people. Indo-Aryan contribution On arrival in
Assam, the Indo-Sararians gradually helped to gradually Sanskritize his native Bihu/Biss to bring him into his current form. As pioneers of astronomy, they further associated the term Bisu with The Visuwan Day for the coincidence of Bohag Bihu with other spring festivals observed elsewhere in India that
day and hosted the Festival of Native Americans. Three Bihu Young festivals perform Bihu dance on the occasion of the Rongali Bihu Girls Festival celebrate the Bihu Spring Festival (April). Bohag Bihu Home article: Bohag Bihu Bohag Bihu (বহাগ িব ) (mid-April, also called Rongali Bihu), the most popular
Bihu celebrates the beginning of the Assamese New Year (around April 14-15) and the arrival of spring. This marks the first day of the Hindu solar calendar, as well as observed in Bengal, Manipur, Mitila, Nepal, Orissa, Punjab, Kerala and Tamil Nadu, although it is called by different names. It is a time of
fun and feasting and continues, in general, for seven days. Farmers prepare fields to grow rice and have a sense of joy around. These women make pitha, larus (traditional food from rice, coconut) various drinks of local tribes such as Chuje by Deoris / Chutias, Nam Lao Tai-Ahom, Aapong mising tribe
and Jolpan, which gives the real essence of the season. Bathing and cow worship (Bhu Mountain) is part of Bihu's celebration. The first day of bihu is called the bihu measure or cow bihu, where cows are washed and worshipped, which falls on the last day of last year, usually 14 April. This is followed by
a manuh (human) bihu on April 15, New Year's Day. It is a day of cleaning, wearing new fabrics and celebrating and preparing for the new year with fresh force. The third day of The State (Gods) bihu; statues of gods worshipped in all households are cleaned and worshipped asking for a smooth new
year. Bihu dance marks the festival Kopou phool (Rhynchostylis retusa) Folk songs associated with Bohag Bihu are called Bihugeets or Bihu songs. The form of celebration and rites vary between different demographic groups. Seven Day Home Article: Haat Bihu Bohag Bihu or Rongali Bihu Festival
continues for seven days and is called Xaat Bihu. Seven days are known as Chot Bihu, Mount Bihu, Manuh Bihu, Kutum Bihu, Senehi Bihu, Mela Bihu and Chera Bihu. The key musical instruments are Dhol, Pepa and Taal, used during the song/dance of Bihu. Katie Bihu An Assameze woman wearing a
Gamusa lighting lantern (Saki) in rice paddies. Congali Bihu (mid-October, also called Kati-Bihu) has a different taste as there is less fun and the atmosphere has a sense of restraint and solemnity. At this time of year, rice in the fields are in the growing stage and farmers' granaries are almost empty. On
this day, at the foot of the domestic plant tulsi, granaries, garden (bari) and rice fields light earth lamps (saki). To protect ripe rice, whirl a piece of bamboo and read the fucking-hova chants and spells to ward off pests and jinx. In the evening, cattle are fed with specially made rice products called pitha.
Bodo people light lamps at the foot of the Sidju tree (Euphorbia neriifolia). This Bihu is also associated with lighting akaxi gonga or akaxbonti, lamps on the tip of a high bamboo pole to show the souls of the dead way to heaven, a practice that is common to many communities in India as well as Asia and
Europe. Bhogali Bihu Main article: Bhogali Bihu Bhogali Bihu Bihu (mid-January, also called Mag Bihu) comes from the word Bhog, which eats and enjoys. It is a harvest festival that marks the end of the harvest season. Since the granaries are full, there is a lot of feasting and food during this period. On
the eve of the day called uruka, i.e. on the last day of pause, men, especially young people go to the field, preferably near the river, to build a makeshift cottage called Bhelaghar with hay harvest fields and a campfire or meji, . most importantly for the night. At night they cook food, and communities feast
everywhere. There is also an exchange of sweets and greetings at this time. All night (called Uruka) is spent around Meji with people singing bihu songs, beating Dhol, the typical kind of drums or playing games. Boys roam in the dark, stealing wood and vegetables for fun. The next morning they take a
bath and burn the main meji. People gather around Meji and throw Pithas (rice cakes) and betel nuts to it, burning it at the same time. They will lay out their prayers to the God of Fire and celebrate the end of the harvest year. They then return home, bringing chunks of half of the burnt wood for being
thrown among fruit trees for favorable results. All the trees in the complex are tied to bamboo strips or rice stalks. Various sports like Buffalo-fight, egg-fight, cock-fight, nightingale-fight, etc. are held throughout the day. There are other traditional festivals held by various ethnocultural groups. Among them
are me-dam-me-phi, Ali-aye-ligang, Porag, Garja, Hapsa Hatarnai, Kherai. Koch celebrates this biha as a fur. The tools used in Bihu Dhol (Drum) Taal Pepa (a tool made of buffalo horn) by Toka Baanhi (flute) Xutuli Gogona Bihu elsewhere bihu is also seen as celebrated abroad. Many bihu
associations/committees exist elsewhere where the festival is celebrated with enthusiasm. The London Bihu Committee (LBC), the UK is one of them among the others. Associated festivals Bohag Bihu (Rongali Bihu) holiday is celebrated elsewhere, but is called by a different name. Some examples of
related festivals in Asia include: Indian subcontinent: Waishahi in Punjab, India's Visha in Kerala, India's Poila Boyshah in West Bengal, India's Puthandu in Tamil Nadu, India's Waishak Ek in Nepal with a Sinhalese New Year in Sri Lanka. East Asia: Cambodian New Year's Eve Thingyan in Burma,
Songkran Festival in Thailand and other festivals of East Asia and Southeast Asia however, it is not a universal new year for all Hindus. For some, such as in and near Gujarat, the New Year's celebrations coincide with the five-day Diwali festival. For others, the new year falls on Guess and Goody Padva,
which fall about two weeks before The Gods of Bihu. Thus, Bogag Bihu is a New Year's holiday of the indigenous peoples of the Assam people. Cm. also Bihu Songs of Assam Links : 639 ID Documentation: aho - ISO 639-3. SIL International (formerly known as the Summer Institute of Linguistics). SIL
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